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Tuesday, Nov. 19 • Networking Reception
Wednesday, Nov. 20 • General Session
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for more information.

Discussion Topics
Threats & Resiliency
What are the most significant cyber threats and from where will they originate? How are companies and state agencies
defending against attacks and intrusions? Where are the weak points in systems and training? What are steps which can be
taken to better protect our data and critical infrastructure?

Evaluating Cyber Liabilities & Insurance
Even the world’s most sophisticated defenses are not impervious and many experts have adopted a “not if, but when”
approach to breach risk mitigation. How do you best manage these risks and accurately evaluate exposure? What is cyber
insurance and what are options for coverage?

Election Security
The American people’s confidence in the value of their vote is principally reliant on their confidence in the security and
resilience of the infrastructure that makes the Nation’s elections possible. What are recent actions taken to enhance
cybersecurity for our state’s election systems?

Challenges for Cities & SME’s
Municipalities and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are some of the most vulnerable and disproportionately
impacted groups by cyber attacks. What do local governments and small businesses need to know most about cybersecurity issues?

Cyber Education & Workforce Training
As cyber threats continue to grow in sophistication, organizations face a persistent challenge in recruiting skilled cybersecurity professionals capable of protecting their systems against the threat of malicious actors. What is Florida’s current
cybersecurity education and training environment, and is it keeping pace with the growing need for cyber talent?
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